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Student Council
Gives Band OK
For $6131 Trip

Does Kennedy Mean
Peace? Mandel Asks

ito GERALD (1 VI BOR
rlent rounril yesterday afterone of two choices
ii eliminated
;Art ultimately decided to send the
, State matching band to
bus.
die proposed trip, which
Associated Student
has passed its final
siudent government
,

14

The controversial M;illiarn ilmin’let will speak unopposed this alternrxrn in TH55.
Mandel will speak on "Kennedy
Speaks for Peace: Does Ile Mean
It?" at 3:30 under the sponsorship of TASC (Toward an Active
’Student Community).
I
Dr. William J. Dusel, SJS vice
president, said yesterday, "TASCs
program has been approverl in
writing by fir. Clni,Ie- Smith. faculty adviser to TA
ignifying to
us that college P4
regarding
hi. observed."
college speak,irs

!,’1;Itiliim took three actual
rifling with the Student
,.. approval of the band’s
and the Financial Activities
recommendation back to
which contained a
the noincil
choice.
Thi choice- whether the march’ -10.111,1 travel by plane or
’,ending a report from
I’ rise, student affairs busi1,:,ger, on the considersoltaining a plane to he
1111. 87.500 limit decided’
apon Is the financial board.
No CONNECTIONS
.\sistant Band Dime. I ’,thy stated at the
Yi. learned from
I , ine plane connections
Is.’ made at all.
eliminated the one
y decision limited the
,pproval
()keying the
which it did
inically.
McCarthy
hand voted on what
-.rated th
would i.?1,1 take to Eugene
nilit unanimously decided on
plane.
In another matter that came her, ire the etillnell, action on Frith’s
Flicks via, tabled until the cram meeting in a week. The issue
, the council was just what
np should handle the
Vyity: t, handle the movies were .
Fryiyi,. .20. an aviation club, and
Alpha Phi ()mega, national serv-

No. 7

"The nature of the announced, eourages fr,.,
topic does not suggest the need I
Referrin
oatefor a forum type arrangement," ments aloyi,
lane! said
.,;:hyrnju
In Dusel said.
I that the
Questioning the administration’s has it ii’
.
freak policy on speakers, the TASCI era as ,toi
’
:,
hegroup issued the following state-. ing that
,neellor of UC
"TASC’s position regarding steps in to
the rule,
the administration’s policy on soThe policy, said Dr Dusel, roccalley1 eontr,r.ersiyil speakers re- ornmends a forum arrangement if
mains the same :Is last semester, the presentation is expected to be
’1’,4 insist that any speaker must be controversial,
publicly rehired yyn the some platThe S.TS policy states that "Seform strikes its as an insult to the lection of outside speakers should
speaker the sponsoring organiza- fie based on reasonable assurance
non and the meintx..rs of the stn. that they will make a valuable
contribution
’hi. irotleetual and
dent body.
. ,e."
"The University of California cultural lit. ,,: .
and San Franciseo State College
the Spartan
Upon MT... y not enforce these unnecessary Daily as to WI.-- a
Communist
Dr Dusel said
,iegulatrym We call upon the ad- could speak at
alinistration of San Jose State Col- that if a speaker meets the re The Sparta!, 1
.-;1111.,
lege to follow these examples and quirements of the policy for speak County’s lionth largest newspa- proyiyie
atmii,iihnre which en- ers, he may talk: "there is no rule
per, becomes even larger Mond.r.
restrieting speakers from certain
, when cimulation will be incre,..
.
.
1 parties as long as they are not
, to 12,000 issues daily.
promoting commercial or purely
CriticCalls
The increased circulation
I
personal interests and they are
, jmnp of 2,000 papers each is- .
a
recognized authority in the topic
is taking place to accommod :.
area."
, the students who are presently unTASC leaders stated yesterday
’able to get copies of the Daily
that they are presenting Mandel
each day.
as their first speaker to "resolve
the administration’s approach" to
ASH Pres, Steve Larson gave
the Spartan Daily approval for
speakers. They added that Mandel
the circulation increase because:
..
a con- was picked first because the policy
.,f the increased number of you-. temporary of ,yur world as he was was invoked with Mandel last
dents enrolled this year.
, if the world in which he was born. YearIn. Dusel ix,inted out that the
iecorrline to Edmund (Iardner.
dratna critic for the Strathyrd- fxyliy.y had been applicable since
114612 and that there had been no
Upon -Avon Herald.
;
Speaking on "Shakespean and s’iol,ition of the polies until the
St ratforrl" in the Concert Ifall yes- TASC gram presented Marolel last
terday. Gardner said much of ear
Shakespeare’s Writing is appli,1
111.1.ot,
Fee, tor
,0 present political situati!lasing ilass on 51ednesdas or
that some directors are lord
Thursthis esenings filio lie paid
eternal truths in his works.
tonight fr
#41
p.m.
Intahlriitirrih a -S h
ir ’
’
.5 late fee of S5 still he
chanted all other students isle,
ligures in Er,
hate not set paid their fees.
reputation did not beein
’
Fees are paid in the fle%l Phsuntil almost 2O0 years alhe 1
teal FAIlleiltion and Recreation
,leath, Gardner said.
Iiiiiiding.
Since World War II, the peopl.

Daily Increases
Circulation Monday

Shakespeare
Up-to-Date

LATER FOR WORKVivacious Susan Fluck
shows SJS students what to do when it’s too
hot to study. Just cast aside the books and
take to the wafer, Susan, a 19 -year -old sophomore sociology major from Pacific Grove,

transferred to SJS this semester from Monterey Peninsula College. She’s a resident of
Killion Hall, 315 E. San Fernando. Yesterday
the temperature climbed to 94 degrees. A
high of 89 is expected for today.

Union Group Readies Program

Planning of a program to in- will be to decide the next steps
form SJS students about the pro- needed to obtain a union for SJS.
1. %II:NESS
posed $3.6 million College Union
"One of the steps most cer20 club has been will begin today.
tainly will be to get under way
flicks and WILS Set
The College Union Planning planning of an informational cam.:. them until Sept. 27. The Committee %sill meet at 1230 pm. paign," Dr. Dwight Bente’. chairc mill nearly decided, in fairness
President’s Conference man of the union committee,
the
in
the clut,. to give it the flicks
stated yesterday.
Room.
Aron the end of the fall semester.
In other business. the
The highlight of the meeting
Hut then a discussion followed
,,
e the motion to read until
2,, This date was suggested
, ore flying club time to,
fnym operating the

will review last Fri.]
meeting
between an SJS delegation aid
’ representatives of Chancellor
Durnke
Ing.levvotsi.
I,umke’s Men gave SJS the
green light for an election in DeeernhPr to determine it students
1111.111,.
wish to
manila (Continued on rage 5,

Penalty Charge
In Effect Now

Student Sees
Fancy Light
Takes Same

Car Stolen, Impounded

Student Moly Pres.
.,,, reported that tentat,,r the College Union
liefore the student
Fl scheduled for Dec.
DATES
Larson said that these
set after the Chaniicy allowed KIS to go
in plans after Friday’s
,
Angeles.
I Ii
President Larson’s
is ;in item concerning
l’ower Hall. Ni, deci,,,,t, made but a decision

,
,i

;7.00
8.00

rill‘

1:,.

Pre. John T. Wahl i
the date to be moved
,: Me, date, there are two
either to tear down
I III or rentlIde/ it. Larson
’The sooner we know
tiro sooner we will have
,ilding and the sooner
haek iii"

SJS Republicans
Meet Tonight
Th.. ,. 1", ming Republicansilts

vo4i t this et ening at 14 in
1,, tat,, its stand an
the
1.4141,11 .4f ( allitorina
Soling lieltiitntin ’’its
ii.:11,11it unification
Ifkas I tttttt state tylirs.
Rs, largest group of Its
santa Clara Ciiiint.s. net’ tin its president Richard
s’Iticr. a lIt nit-ut for the first
hos this
semester.
’the group
has reientis emu141.1cd its
membership drise for
Nis semester.

Circle K Group Returns Finally
However, the grotip had arBy WILLIAM W.VNON
The formai of ohe if the tia,d ranged %kith numerous businesstion’s top telcs Isom mograms has menaround the country to tour
facilities on
Indust F_till
two itinerant soph isi imites travel- various
ing the highways in search of ad- their retur’n trip.
FIVE D %V DEL AV
ventureIN’Splle the pleas, protests and
These two gentlemen, who have
logged many thousands of miles other finagling employed by the
on every route Nit their native delegates, the car was held for
66, have not tang on a delegation , five days.
As a result of the delay, their
of SJS Cirele K members who re- I
cently traveled to Norfolk. Va.. to , plans had to be canceled and the
attend the organization’s annual group had to content itself with
an extended tour of Gotham.
International Consent ii in.
.
’’We became veterans in riding
CAR STOLEN
, the subways," says Jim Kurtz..
Kurtz.
James
delegates.
The
We got to know the city pretty
Jerry Nishita, Ihily Anderson anti
well."
in
trip
Mark Versel, made the
CAR RETURNED
only slightly less style than their
When Bob’s car 0yt.5 finally reAnactor counterparts, but 1101)
turned to hitn, (the 1).A, agreed
derson’s ’56 Chevy held as MI 1111 to release it on the condition that
attraction for a New York City Boh fly back to New York to
garage attendant ;is any testify at the attendant’s trial).
lashy t’orvette.
The group covered the 3,000 miles
In fact, so enamored did the home in 23A day, ("glinting Si"fr,
rad
could
he
fellow become, that
of set-en and fonr hours, respecresist making off with Bob’s ear. tively, in rhigago and Tahoe.
finest
the City’s
Inevitably,
Among the other memories of
caught up with him two days the trip, our dauntless travelers
later, but it wasn’t as simple as recall a tour of the Chesapeake
that.
Bay Bridge-Tunnel project conThe city district a t torney ducted by the Nosy, and visits tel
promptly impnindell the eVidenee "Ind Albuquerque," Williamsburg
and began preparing his proseen- and Washington, DC All on the
any to the convention. of (Nowise.
tion.
LONG, LONG JOURNEY
of
This left our heroes in a bit
Delegate Jitn Kiirtt points out
a fix.
on that the group traveled more comThe incident had oceumeri
conven bined miles to the convention than
the return trip from the
danger any fit her college to attend.
Hon so they were in no
The combined miles traveled by
naught.
of traveling 3,000 miles for

the group both ways totals 24,000
miles.
Relatively speaking, their trip
had to be at least twice as event lid as the average episode of
Route 66.

The newly formed Circle K
conducting tts membership drive,
through Friday. Interested per-1
sons may obtain information about
the organization at the hooth set
up in front of the book store.

i

Strati’ rd "have been forced student %ryas booked ,rn alleged
into the blaze of the harrts re- burglary charges by San Jose Pofleeted glory," said Gardner, and lice early yesterdas. mornini.r.
today "the Shakespearean industry
The student aas apprehended by
police officers at 5 a.m, while
in Stratford is at its peak."
and
IA’illiams
Without
the tourists poking eryssing
Fifth
,hout its ruins. Sir:Wont would be St rem s intersistion
carrying a
, picturesque little town deriving metal stand-lanip, police officers
‘10St Of its wealth from the adja- reported.
ent farms, the spr.iik,r declari.1
The suspect told policemen he
Only in the past 15 years have .zot the lamp from his sister’s
the British national newspapers
partment and ,,fferffl a nearby
sent their critics to Shakespearean .iddress TI v -tudent then took
festivals at Stratford.
officer.
apartment, and
"Recent .41:mgrs. which have awaken ...I
who
occupants
’
have olainied the’, uid never seen the
frightened 1, oal p e I, I e
stirred British theater as a whole . - ,sturknit before
said Ganther. "There has been treA less minutes later the youth
mendous vonsolidation 1,1 ark and Admitted to arresting ortncers that
new pnxiiret ion praet ices."
he had committed numerous thefts
Di rem’ t it’s now trs to make from college residences during the
swhi.:iinkgpsTm,,
rho ’n conifir.,1,,,nsi- last three mrinths
hie, he said, rather than in
He admitted stealing, a potted
other ex:,,, ::.
’,.,n
plant, a martde tablet,,p. a basket -

Freshman Petitions
Due in Union Oct. 3
...,
.4.11,
;.
for ftsrshman represent ntisy seats am due in the Collic
Union Oct It at 4 pm.
The four Se;IIS Will be
in an election set for Oct
11. The addition of freshman
resent atives tn the Student Council will bring its total up to Ifi
Reports ft’ wn election board
committer, chairman Tom Hawker
indieated that petitions are going
la.kt. They may. he picked up at
the colleve Union and must he
Horned in 1,t the Oct. 3 date
At the time ’,Onions are tuined
in. there isill be an orientation
meeting to explain to earalidates
he ails ell !Sing
in ...ampus, election rules and responst.
ii’,
It, the election.
i5

EAST, THAT WAYMark Versel, right, indicates the direction
in which this delegation of Circle K members traveled a combined total of I 2,000 miles only to have their car stolen. The
other delegates are, from right, Jerry Nishita, Bob Anderson and
James Kurtz.

mm

weave rocking chair. a painting of
, v,Arman, an iron base lamp with
..iking statue, a wire plant stand,
antique coffee -maker and the
,dal stand -lamp in his possession
the time of arrest.
in
The student was booked !ii
.1,,se Pollee I)epartmet

, Tll5, uance
Head Orientation
Rally Tomorrow
only,m

’ ’

’’’’I’’

’ .

.rp!
:Irk Will be
isis of the
’
aross night
the Rally

(haen
at 7,311,
( ’ommit tee
ceremon ies Bruce
Mast er ’ml
Edmonds will introduee the yell
leaders. who will lead two or
three sells Ile will also intrrxhiee
the swig girls and the Rally (’mm motes- members.
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Thrust and Parry

Peace Corps New Image
Creates Program Question
ROGER EBERT
Collegiate Press Serb Ice’
WASHINGTON, D.C. The
fundamental question facing the
Peace Corps at the start of its
third year, according to Director
R. Sargent Shriver, can be stated
simply:
"As young Americans realize
how unglamorous and unromantic the work of developing
nations can be, will they be
tricked into believing it is also
unimportant?"
It is a problem which gains
Increasing attention in the Peace
Corps’ Washington offices as returning volunteers report that
their greatest adversaries in the
field were boredom, loneliness,
and a sense of futility.
"Americans are loath to take
things slowly, and Peace Corps
volunteers are no exception,"
Shriver noted. "We’re all used to
quick results, and we forget that
most societies around the world
are moving at a walk. It takes
longer to achieve results, and
make them stick. This is one of
the things you can’t really demonstrate during the Peace Corps
training periods. It has to be
learned in the field."
’The test of the Peace Corps,"
he said, "will be whether we are
mature and sophisticated enough
to realize this."
The Peace Corps director

’stinted out, however, that
young, creative volunteers often
have an edge on the experts in
underdeveloped societies. When
the corps was being launched, be
recalled, one of the most frequent questions was: How can
volunteers accomplish anything
In areas where experts have tried
and failed?
"We are now finding," Shriver
said, "that in many of these
areas our young, adaptable volunteers are gaining better results than the experts--and for
an almost obvious reason. The
experts require backing, support,
assistance, and equipment, and
thenmore often than nt.t
they discover that the society
simply does not respond to expert procedures. Our volunteers,
on the other hand, go into an
area and work with the tools at
hand. They adapt to a situation.
"The job of a volunteer today
is, in a way, more dificult than
it was two years ago," he said.
"The first volunteers could afford to make mistakes; now the
situation is different. Yet there
is a greater potential for success, and I have confidence that
the achievements of the Peace
Corps in the coming years will
justify the sacrifices and hopes
of the first two."
(First of three articles. Next: A
realistic look at the volunteer.)
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR BOOKS
’TILL
OCTOBER ilth
With cash register receipt

a+

Botrizatwie,
"Right on Campus"
non’InorninntrtM n r\
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EDITOR’S NOTE- Thrust and Prry
letters, because of space limitations,
words, preferably typed nd doublespaced. Eskers exceeding this
amount either will not be printed or
will be edited to conform to length.
The editor also ’’’’’ ves the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal
tacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
and ASB number.

College Union Idea
Opposed: Finances

I’VF DT.(11>E15 I WANT

rd\?

SEAT $A K."

Cold War Thaw Seen
In Test Ban Approval
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Incomplete and unsatisfactory
though it may be, the partial
nuclear test ban treaty approved
by the United States Senate
Tuesday has double significance.
It is part of a general thaw
in the cold war.
And it is by far the most important single achievement to
come out of 17 years of disarmament talks with the Russians.
In fact, through all these talks
involving hundreds of meetings
and millions of words, agreement
previously had been reached on
only two points.
HOT LINE AGREEMENT
One was the June 20 agreement signed in Geneva estab-

-

lishing a "hot line" communications link between Moscow and
Washington to reduce the risk of
accidental war.
In 1959, the nuclear powers
agreed to a ban on nuclear explosions in the antarctic.
The treaty, covering test shots
In the atmosphere, in space and
under water and automatically
abrogated in the event of cheating, represent a sharp switch in
previous Soviet thinking.
Negotiations for a similar ban
on underground tests are deadlocked over United States insistence on at least seven onsite inspections annually and Soviet refusal to permit more than
three.
However, it is a start and a
long step forward from the earlier Soviet stand which first
linked nuclear agreement with
general and complete disarmament and then demanded a total
ban on nuclear tests withouit any
inspection system.
FIRST BREAK COMES

Mr.Thompson,
please!
Proportioned
stretch
pants that fit!
13.98
They’re made with fine men’s

The signs of a Soviet change
of attitude first became apparent
during the summer as the ideological quarrel between the Soviet Union and Red China moved
toward a peak.
In Washington, the government assured worried senators
and some scientists that there
would be no let-up in U.S. determination to assure its own
security.
In the end, the Senate agreed
with Kennedy’s warning of last
May.
He said that if agreement
were not reached with the Soviet Union this year, then "perhaps the genie is out of the bottle and we will never get it
back in."

Editor:
A College Union is certainly
desirable, perhaps necessary, for
a college the size of SJS.
But the present proposal as
reported in the Spartan Daily
on Sept, 24 has faults which
make it unacceptable.
The increase in student fees
before completion of the union
will require those students who
graduate or leave college after
the fall of 1965 and before completion of the union 1967 or 1968
to pay for services which they
will never receive.
Because of this poor choice of
a financing method, I must oppose the proposal as it now
stands.
John Paulson
ASB A1996

Student Challenges
Civil Rights Analogy
&Mon
I found Al Mason’s analogy in
the Sept. 20 Thrust & Parry
very interesting. However. I see
the story a little differently.
The patient man (Southern
Negro) waiting on the edge of
the volcano (segregationist
South) was becoming impatient
waiting for the molten lava (bigotry and prejudice) to cool. The

Writer Embarrassed
By Lecture Rudeness
Editor:
I recently had the opportunity
to hear a talk by Edmund Gardner on the Royal Shakespeare
Company at Stratford on Avon.
Gardner, admitting himself to
be no scholar, proceeded to deliver a humorous, well organized,
and interesting discussion of
some little-known facets of the
history of commemoration festivities in Sahkespeare’s birthplace.
Gardner, a proper Britisher,
was probably as amazed as most
of us were embarrassed by a
wholesale departure of a large
number of students at the ringing of a class bell. He was in
the middle of a sentence and it
appeared that he would just stop
speaking, but the enthusiasm of
the remaining listeners encouraged him to complete his remarks.
I feel quite certain, however,
that Gardner will never completely lose the unfavorable impression he must have acquired
by this inexcusably rude behavior.
Granted, many listeners had
classes, but a few minutes’ delay would have done no perma-

Entered as second class matter April
24. 1934, at San Jose. California. under the act of March 3. 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a rernainder-of-sernester basis. Full academic year. $9: each
semater, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414 Editorial
Go. 2383, 2384, 2385. 2386. Advertising Est. 2061, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Glob. Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
Advertising Mgr.
DAVE BLOOM
Day Editor
STEVE SPENCE
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Specializing

Also fry our Sea Food Specials.

We cater to students

"THE FINEST"
347 So. First St.
(Next to Fox Theatre)

CY 7-1136

§eS106 814Tim
.*S T U iii,D iit1.0
tillY0

Loden green or toast.
Scientifically sized for fit!
SPORTSWEAR

SECOND.FLOOR

ORDER BY MAIL OR
DIAL 294-4200

ARCHIE’S
Dinner Specials
NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN
0, DINNER
$149
Dinner Steak
$115

First at San Carlos ...
dial 294-4200

THIRSDAY AND FRIDAY ’TIL 9!

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Special

ARCHIE’S
Steak liouse
545 S. 2nd St.
FREE PARKING

. CY4-5544
G AVr
"SATURDAY NIGHT
AND SUNDAY MORNING -

CV 2-6775
lot & San Salvador
Elisabeth Taylor - Richard EL-ir,
in
THE V.I.P.’s

"ROOM AT THE TOP"
Students $1.00

CY 7TOW N E 3060

l;AIRATOGA

, ’,1.

1433 The Alameda
"7 Capital Sins"
"The Love -makers"

14502 Big Basin Way
"Women of the World
-Possionot Thief ’

Students $1.00

Students $I ’J‘.)

e,-....,,
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TROPICAME
"55 DAYS AT PEKING"
7

"P.T. 109"
"KING KONG vs. GODZILLA"

"Ethics and Modern Culture"
Test: "Secular Relevance of the ChurchW,lr’
"Christ and Culture"
Niebuhr
MONDAYS 3:30 p.m.
Campus Christian Cara.,
Presbyterian Campus Pastor Don Emma’

sizes S -M 4’ II" to
5’ 4"; M -T 5’ 5" to 5’ II". Black,

in: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,

Home made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.

"Ethics of Decision"
Test, Sams title Farrell
WEDNESDAYS 3:30
Campus Christian Center
Lutheran Campus Pastor Allan Dieter

pants bottom with stirrups. In

igi’3 Pizzeria

-_Cur

TEN WEEK SEMINARS IN CHRISTIAN STUDIES
Seminars begin the week of Sept. 29th End week of Dec. 1st
Most seminars ha.,e small fee for text

Italian extension band,
line, fly front, laminated

e
patient man had been standing
there for more than Psi year%
and the lava didn’t Ir.&nr
Iu.G- .
had cooled much, so I think his
growing impatience is
understandable.
Because he had nothing else to
do at the time, because it manned
like a good idea, and because ts.
wanted to see if he could speed
up the cooling process, the pa.
tient man urinated into the era.
ter.
This, of course, had all kind.
of adverse effects oh the val.
cano. The volcano got very
dignant and said, "What did you
do that for? I’m the master here.
and I’ll cool off when I want"
’With that, and out of
the volcano commenced to
Needless to say, the patient Ina:
was wiped out.
A note of hope: Mayis
volcano will erupt so violent
to destroy itself. If this happens,
the tragedy that accompanies
the violence of the eruption will
be more than offset by the peao.
of mind that will accrue knowing
we no longer have a simmering
volcano in our backyard ready
to explode at any moment.
RICHARD W. Arrt7P,S(

For Real Italian Cooking

Spattan2?)ady

custom detailing throughout. True
with concealed, adjustable waist-

nent harm It has been argued
that lectures of this type should
in
be scheduled in the evetsis,
order to avoid this exact situation. Counter arguments state
that as this is a commuting student body, lectures would be
poorly attended.
I contend that with this sort
of reception, regardless of the
hour, no qualified speaker would
care to return to us, either days
or evenings. If we wish to maintain a reputation as a large
liberal arts institution, I think
good manners toward guest
speakers should be included as
an essential part of the progi am.
Caroline (imelin
ASB A1545

"A New Look at Christianity"
Teat. "Honest to God" Robinson
TUESDAYS 3:30 p.m. College Chapel
Presbyterian Campus Pastor Don Emma!

"Confronting Christ"
Taut: "Gospel of Mari"
SUNDAYS 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist Chu,k
Baptist Campus Pastor Goo. Collins

"Protestant Theology"
Text: ’’A Layman’s Guide to Prot. Theo.Horden
MONDAYS 730 p.m. Rognr Williams How.,
Baptist Campus Pastor Geo. Collins

"Religion in Modern Life"
Ivo. jam, 11110 - - Harirman
TUESDAYS 130 p.m.
Campus Christian Centro
Lutheran Campus Pastor Allan Dieter

"Introduction to the Christian Faith"
Harknn,
Text -Beliefs That CountWEDNESDAYS 330 p m Wnsley toonvIntoi.
Methodist Campus Pastor. J. Benton White

"Rediscovering the Bible"
Arelr,
Text The Usfold.s9 Drama of the Bible"
TUESDAYS 3:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Methodist Campus Pastor J. Benton White

"The Self In Pilgrimage"
Loomis
Text: same title
SUNDAY 9:30 a.m. Campus Christian Center
Congregational Campus Pastor Mark Rutledge

"Dramas of Rodompfion"
Tout: Plays of Albea, Genet, Eliot, Pirandello and
others
MONDAYS 2,30 p.m.
Campus Christian Conic’
Episcopal Campus Pallor Walter Phelps

"Inquirers’ Class"
Campus Christian Cents,
THURSDAYS 7:30 p.m,
Episcopal Campus Pastor Walter Phclps

Crnpus Christian C
100 S 10th at San Carlos
ins 0)04

College Chapel
South of Tower Hall

WittlaY Foundation
441 S 10th
/9/ 170/

Grace Baptist Church
484 fact San Fernando
COP.

Roger Williams Fir-i
ISO S lOth
7015
14S 490/

rydri.WtiltasillgaS
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lir. !ferny C. Meckel, professor and it is nut (ift" that l55 hell.
rluestion snit English, on leave a young person who doesn’t speak
IiI 1%.41/ year\ With Sta- a little 1..tatlish,"
liii, !amity in Karl11,10,1 is 11111
., ..is
1 sous: this tinw, as surriculum
da/sios tor the Unittsl States
schools in Eu.
Ariti Sdependents’
students in
tope he directed 70,001
Germany, France, Northern Italy
stid Africa.
Meckel also trm’eled during
mention peril 1(15. t.isiting Greece,
Holland. Denmark. Sweden, SwitiYugosiltivia.
4rIi1fld S
s,llet’i’fl Mt. lip’
opportunity to York with the administration and teachers at all
iesels." he stlittsl.
,s-ponsihilities included sut he reading programl

History Fraternity
Seeks Members

The San Jose Chants:. of Phi
Alpha Theta, national honorary
history fraternity, announced that
all qualified students are invited
to apply for membership.
A student must have at least a
1.01 grade point average in his
history classes and an overall
average of 2.75 in his coldege work.
Ile must have taken at least 12
units of history and have upper
division standing.
Students who are otherwise
qualified and who will complete
the necessary 12 units of history
this semester may apply to hesome provisional members.
Twenty units in tower division
humanities will be counted as 10
units of history and will count
toward the necessary 12 units in
I history.
The officers of Phi Alpha Theta
;ire Tony Hyman, president; Andrew
(1higgeri,
vice-president;
Karen Donovan, secretary; Mike
()liver, treasurer; and Harry Hall:,
/./s -responding secretary.
DR. HENRY C. MECKEL
Applications for membership will
. directed 70,000 students
Iii’ accepted by Dr. Donald WalIsig the work of Ix:medial ters, adviser for the fraternity, in
teachers in the larger ele- (7H213, or by the History Depart. , schools.
ment secretary in (11224.
Ile .ilso surveyed the curriculum
of teaching from grad(xsi 1-12, made
I..-commendat ions for improvii,
curriculum, wrote courses id
alucted conferences IT
.nit and consulted witi,
Two films will he shown this
proicip.W and was responsible lo,
afternoon in TH55 in the Air
yorkshops.
Power Series sponsored by the ArGennanY, Dr. Meckel
man schools and met di- , nold Air Society of San Jose State.
t he pmhlems
iewing
The first film, "X-15 Documentary," is scheduled to start at 2:30
pniblems are not like p.m. It will be concerned with the
ttccause the occu- flights and the reasons for the
,r
of German life, X-15 project.
inflerent.
The second film, entitled -Beatmilusiry Is :Towing very ing the Heat," will involve the
opmany
still
problem of re-entry of space vehito mak,. eles, such as the X-15.
r
tanners,
it in the trades,
fewer studeni, Friday Flicks Show
college. A great,
’Stalag 17’ Tomorrow
it on part time :ins;
alag 17- with 1 sin Taylor and
ctnitifiu.,11,11 studies and on apOtto Preminger will be shown at
prenticeships.
"German schools also differ," he 17 and 11:30 tomorrow night in
:aid, "in that they put more em- TH-55.
Admission to the film, open to
phasis on the study of langtiav.Tn, English language has a very the public, is 35 cents.
German
The World War II drama will
prominent
place
in
accompanied by a cartoon.
many speak it %pry welt

Spartacamp Holds Writing Contest Offers
Interviews For
$2000 for Short Stories
New Committeeme
A

$1,15/11

committee interVIPWS Will Ile held Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1 In the College Union Ilion
1:00 to 5:30 p.m.
Spartacamp, formerly a leadership training situation, is now a
"discussion camp." The campers
will discuss specific problems
thoroughly, arenrdIng to Bill Erdman, Spartacamp director.
After the committee is selected,
it will meet once a week to plan
for Spartacamp. "I urge all students who might have something
to contribute to try out for this
wonderful opportunity," stated
Erdman.
Applications can be picked up in
the College Union.
-
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Engineering Society Features Film
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Story $2,000"
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The sesond prize is $500, third
A sellsiddre,sed slimmed si..
is $200 MA three honorable menlope 1111/st 111.11/1111/11/1
he thin,
tions consist of $100 each. Issigth
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1110 11111:!11, are seleemil
to 7 000
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All manuscripts for the contest
I ill
must le received by the
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10,1111i
l’01;11
Ni contestant may enter a manA
uscript that has been previously
too,
pidilisheil and all entries must be iciosieged
original Ni, member 01 the Lay- ’I lit
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man Press may enter the contest. lale
4C7 111:1 les In

The Society ot Automotive En- ’ Coleman Ave. next to the airport
The film, entitled "The Flight of
gintering will feature the newly
the Faith 7," will highlight scenes.
isleasts1 NASA lihn on
horn Cooper’s training construc,trittlaUt Grtrilittl Crutfoltr’s 22-Ortrit
tion mit the rocket, the launch, arid
Ili111
it Mt. NorloI’
t,,t ml ritotftt- the flight Itself
01
htcht. ill 7
New (drivers will Its introduced
A1;1117
At’s. lsilititig at the meeting and planning lot
’soctli Campus on the !Ali 11.1
111 begin

Christy’s Beauty Salon
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Open .irr day’. a week
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SJS Air Society
Presents Films

Spa ttan

WEEKLY FLYING FOOTBALL
CONTEST
GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF SEPT. 27-28
v,nner and indicate
!K,
the probable core).

SJS
Stanford
Cal
USC
Wash, State
Fresno State

Kansas State
Oregon
Illinois
Oklahoma
Iowa
Montana State

VS.
VS.
vs.
No.
VS.

Ali entrie-, mtv,1 Lt: in the

L’../Xei.

111

the

Spartan

lio1,,tore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon
!JAME _
DDRESS _
")11E
’if open

to all members of the SJS faculty and student body, with the
.1., of members of the Spartan Duty editorial and eiluertisinq stets Wiener
e free, round-trip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Fran.
rd lot Angeles 000d until June. Winner will be notified br the Wednetdew
nntest
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WHY WAIT??
ALL SALES ARE
GUARANTEED
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Until October 4th
at

VadOIi,2f,

At State, Your Campus Reps. Are: Linda Irby, Dave Finn, Cheryl Woodward, Gary Brasfield
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THE BROTHERS F? OUR are one of the many groups who will
perform at S..inday’s First Annual GrodinsLical Festival in
A.. iLrium. Student admission is $2 arid general adOakland
mission ;s $;
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FACULTY EXHIBIT

,
ol
II \
\ 1)11.10

,I)I1110 I II
1
PAINTING

entitled

Convention

by

11.1;

,I

D. Stewart,
associate professor of art, is one of the many works displayed
at the faculty art exhiibt in the college Art Gallery. Hours for
the present exhibition, which will last until Sept. 30, are 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Mondays through Fridays and I:IS to 5 p.m. Sundays.
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S.J. Theater Guild
Announces Schedule
The San Jose Theater Guild
has announced its schedule of
plays for the 193-69 season, to
Is’ performed at Montgomeiy
Theater, San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Opening the Guild’s 18th season will be "J. B." by Archibald
Macleish tomorrow, Saturday
and Oct. 9-5. The play is a mod ern telling of tfic story of Job.
Its author is the winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for playwz ighting
in 1959.
Second in the season will he
-Peter Pan" by James Barrie,
Nov. 22-24. 29-30. It is the story
of tsvo boys and a girl who follow Peter Pan into Never, Never
Land where children never grow
old. Tickets for children under
12 years of age will Ix. 75 cents
for all perfOrMances of this
show, according to Wendell Watkins Agency.
William Shakespeare’s famed
tragedy -Hamlet" is scheduled
for April 3. 4. 10. 11, 17 and Ift.
Special student matinees will be

111-’11

-

JO SF: CNIC AUD.
8:33

AT OCT.
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On Sile. AT San Jose Box Office,
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Fourteen SJS Fraternities List Pledges; Hale Mansion Opens
348 Men Added to Brotherhood Ranks’ Decorators’ Show
Sep,i

and forty eight
Three hundnsi
joined
Jose State men have
"brotherhood," anof
ranks
ne
Interfratermiired Bowie Reed,
president. The pledges
ON Owned
affiliations between
.% ’deft their
fraternities.
lerli campus
pledges Melnik:
Net% traterillt
.511.1.111A TAU ONIEGA
Ken
Den Pieraacci. Ken Donn,
Kirsch,
clue. Bill Aaberg. Dick
Michaelson,
.m laatcher, Jim
Kokores,
wk Ferguson, Roger
a Hagan. John S. Clarke
Bill Klahati,
ill Baumgartner,
Illeks, Don Harris, Dennis
Woglinitf. Rick Medeiros,
ill
Bill Zeman. Richard
(;1;:01
Steve
Third.
avton,

11II!111,

Sc

uy

464
111111111,-

ill-I>. Phil Ames.
Roger Rudolph. Garw Damn..
(10,er. Lee Skinner, Larry
La: ix Montgomery, Tim TinI,Roger Knoides,
Ghio, 11111 Gough,
lion rimier. lime
Frank
Akers,
Bele Itlindall, Tony Manella. John B. Reilly, Jim C. Menni. Lyle IS. lioarts, !lob Allen.
IA’,,Iftruin.
BI:11.TA SIGMA 1’111
vnesberry, Jim Berry,
schetti. Larry BurkI

Shaw, Jim Surtees, 1/
Voseburgh, Chien Wesley, Kn.: Wilson
LAMBDA Clil ALI’llA
Bon Muranaka, Itnilger Astor,
Art Costello, Bill James. Dave
Ityrene, Jim Russel, Bob Jenks
Ward Auburn, I ut Fe Kesey. Jay
Schmieder, Dill Taylor, 130a Bate
athy, John Robinson.

P111 SIGMA KAPPA
John Barr, Jerry Boren, Jim
Booth, Tim Bradley, Dennis Hut-nun:, Ed Carey, Jeff Citron, James
Clegg. Doug Clifford, Pill ’,Armin son, Ron Esters Robert Freeman
Jim Gregory, Richard Hat II-. Tom
Hennessy. Drise
Paul
Hutchinson, Donald Jack, on. Joe
Lopez, Leroy Lopez. Bill MeHiwli
Gene Mason. Charles Marl OM’ It. al
Partnelee, ’ruins’ Perilsa. Frani:
Potts. Niek Roden 1,Vaitie 11,,:a
141111/kS SPlekel 1 ,
r a frwin Triehman. lain
Winter. lad, Year,

PI KAPP% .51.1’11%
Iaive All.’.
Dave
Aguilar, Joe Anlo,Alinl
Bantnet-. Pete Berman, -’0,1
Elkins. Jim11am. ca..u.
I hirevin.
Larry Hillhouse. Milt’’
Itohert King7lorn, Ez Lyon, 1;,,!
Myeri, Bill Meyer. Ray Penniir
tohn Iteikes. Jig Sander, I tan
Mike rhiutg)n. Botraort. Skip k’ose. Noel
Ronald Ga(1.0,Y, Toe; 51’ittman, Clinton
.arbairn,
siGNIA ALNIA
Ilalladay, Bud Harrington,
Rri Baker, Gene Haldv,:n.
’arr. .1,11,191, Den Me111111S, Mike’
Miller,
Ralph , Barbour, Gary Barnett,Ilium Ir
Loren
rNair.
Paid O’Brien. James E’ro-isteve
N1111.11 Rower 1 .. ;
Jeff Da. L (;s 1.’,,,
r. Jan Reid. Dave I:Manger. Non
Jon
Sand- ton, Nick Fuller !:,,
11.,.,,,,,,
Mal, Gard Sadler,
l’allee Schaefer. Gerald; ’Pan ’Alalaker. (.11’ne .".1:
1,111.
riI" I I,
(1,1: 51.Filter Ilrich Stor7..lirn Thomas. I Nlagnoli, Carl Meliinn
Di..1,T% 1 PsILON
FP h e rs on
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Mt; A.1,T:is. Don’ 5foore, Al Nola. 1)ennis Philpot.
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Nlike Brisgliatti.:Timilin, Bob ItiniN.on, Marlin Vi,.
t
;emu, Devvar, Ed’ Dennis %Vali.
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Offered at Music Festival
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Dennis Hunter, William Jensen
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Pastels and frimiery and silly v.ords

SIGNIA NI’
James Bareothei
DaVid F1011111. 5t,’1111:im 11,1e1: Flout. Raymond Day. It:’.
Grieco, Albert Ilan r111:1iniis,
Charie I layes, Ronald
P.0riek
James Nfelsakell, Jack
NI-1.,:skey. Walter Martin John
’Al I’m,
5Tivhaels, .1
Idark Mohler, M ic Ii
I
Leary. Robert Poiratz, Ta,ninic
Charles !town’s, Joe SeIttehard Smallridge, Robert
, ,..1
lan
VanThillo,
Richard

euloscofie
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But when she, in sophistication spoke.
I would have sworn 1 saw mane smoke
And for an instant envelop her iilie a sir ’in’
And then vanish when she said
loud
With a weary smile and eidtaii-d
-Pledge 1 like

.111(11./ .
P

.

r

Ilesoydr

A Drama Department Production

Anti in a way most dignitied:
"Why, thank you." I replied . . K.S.
This rookl be the CaSe next Saturday when 253 new sorority
pledges will lie presented to the puldic betwexm 2 and 5 ptii ’rhe
young women %% ill reeinne best wishes from parents, Ii’ iy11.1,nils.
students, and school administrators.

MO1 1.DER NIEN-WAS11111RN WOMEN
Root
ser,./1 from a keg, and old fashioned goobers will
s11:51.5 1111 EPaill.I/N
he thi relreslinients ser.ill at the 51inilder Hall -Washburn ex.
5,1
I annis
changer hi. FridaN.. Dancing and general signalizing will comprise
I--------riliheirfults. Ihub
the Meiling.
’1 la ar,
11111
D. (I. ANNOUNCEMENTS
I
I....quit CompIt may not 1,i June. Isit
orie told the Delta Gammas. Any.
!,
, 1.-s Gary
way. that’s tli,
0
alter they announced recent engage11I,,,It
11,..i.,.. I,
ment- and pinning,
1,.I
,f
Jackson. !fermis
Engagements imitate:
11,r\l
V,; 1.!
Paula Walker, senior elementary iqiiication major from Oak1,ain
Ci
is,.
land to Ronald Williams. 191;3 graduate id’ SI. Mary’s in Moraga.
I ’VI -Pt .101111
A December vvedding is planned.
Din %Vole!. Seim 7., titian:man.
Linda Weigert, sophomiire recreation majiir from North flolslit:NI.% PI
lywood, to Terry Murphy. Theta Chi, 1963 graduate from ManRon Alii-rnaitis
Buil, Simeon.’ hattan Beach. Th, engagement was announced at the chapter
I.ai
Liizondo ’raw :XIaiik, lamg
house during rush.
Nliggly Alex Bontacolf, 1’ml] AniDolts Gamma pinning.. Include:
Mose
Tim
Iiirkpatrick.
Patsy Barneliey, sigirvallOre Si/ell/11/U Mail/C trom North Holly1./1e.
wood to Paul Winterhalder, Pi K appa Alpha. siimal science major
TI1ETA
from Los Gatos. The pinning was announcisi at the Pi Kappa Alpha
. . oklalraBl I’(
l)ive
rush dance at Boulder Creek,
Chris Curtis, Pete Jannis
Carol Bentmw. junior elementary exhication major from GlenEd; Isisel George Edwards Bill
dale, to Jim MeGuire, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. junior physical edlIC111 .
(faitilts. 1ton (farlion major from Santa Clara.
, , I Irmry. !tub I Inher. Jim
CID OMEGA PLEDGE OFFICERS
,i1
Chi ()mega pledge 1’arn Nlarnzseth will be holding the pledge
Larry
Mid s innel
class president’s gas ml -this sernisrter. other pledge off Wers include:
Jack
,
Shock ler.
Jeri Rabin% VIC/. president; Terry Cronin, secretary; Jody Schmale,
1r;ary
I reasurer; Erin Westhind. sorial rhnirman: and Jean Fiester. song
.1ohr)
- ,
oh Trani Vuyiek
chairman.

October 4, 5, and 9-12, 1963
Curtain 8:15

p.m.

-

General Admission $1.25

-

Box Office

5th

Open

College Theatre

SJS Students 50 Cents

and E. San Fernando
1-5 p.m. Daily

SAVE MONEY

3c OFF
2c OFF

PER GAL.
ETHYL GAS
PER GAL,
REG. GAS

Guarantnd Major Oil Co. Gasol,

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose
PURITAN OIL CO.
6TH & KEYES - 4TH & WILLIAM
10TH & TAYLOR

BACK -TO -SCHOOL SALE
Largest selection of new and used typewriters in the area! Save now!
ROYAL
Royalite ’64 PORATBLES

ROYAL
Safari PORTABLES

ROYAL
Reg. $139.50

""OXISSit"

SALE

’1,..81.4461141144141
.41145.411141141141111
460041101010141100410

011111146111111111111105

$7 7

995
tar

Convenient Credit Terms!

ml 4

k,s

50
plus
taw

& beic/tpn,.,

: 1

If the

a,’

X,41.M14T

Bentel assert,
unlion.lier this week.

’-phi

thein

.

USED TYPEWRITERS

Liberal Allowances
for Trade -Ins,

I

TONIGHT

DANCING
/entitling the settsntinnal Wind singer
RON WALKER

I

....

, o
ie I

Thurs. Night Special

Reconditioned
and
Fully Guaranteed!

ELECTRICS

MANUALS

PORTABLES
$19.75
25.00
29.5C
42.50
47.5C
47.50
29.5C
79,50
N’-,-89.50

All

F.

,

$ 9.95
19.95
27.5C
25.00
22.5C
97.50
97.50
9.95

ti

A

Royal

Underwood
Royal

model)
Underwood (Fate rrildel)
Remington (late

$129.51:
:

1 37,50
9250

67.50
1 5 2 5C
162.50

1110111"..
1‘)

Pr.frnshments

8 9

p.m,

& SAT

A4/,,A-the

THE
AWFUL -AWFUL
BAND

17160 SO. FIRS1 51’ - AA 71190
Md. South of County FAoryounAt

A Small Down Payment Will Buy the Machine of Your Choice! (Name Your Own TERMS’1

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
Open Thursday Night ’111 9 and All Day Saturday
124 East San Fernando St. (bet. 3rd & 4th Sts.) 293-5283 & 293-4588
FREE VALIDATED PARKING

*

WE DELIVER

0411.1111

PPM
h

%TIT N

11

c’
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SANDWICHEDCharlie Hairaway (33) was crunched by four
Stanford gr.dders after a short run Saturday. Mary Harris (58),
second from bottom made the key stop. Jerry Collett (44),
SJS halfback, moves in from the right.

BIG GAINERDave Johnson (23) picks up 22 yards on a Rand
Carter pass as the first half ends at Stanford Saturday. Hank
McQueen (44), Indian defender, gets just enough arm on Johnson to drive him out of bounds.

Loaded Foothill Poloists
Seek Revenge Against SJS

FOR CAR SERVICE

conch

IT’S THE WATERmelon, that is. Jeff Fish.
back, left, winner of last Friday’s Watermelon
Run, Danny Murphy and Ron Davis, put away
some juicy melon following the meet. Fish.

backand Murphy will be competing in Satur.
day’s 49’er Invitational at Long Beach. Davis
is ineligible until track season.

Dick Fernandez

Thinclad Overcomes Obstacles
Vindicates Miller’s Decision

-If to. don’t outplay 1.,
The !,4r -year veteran of tio
has more AllIf any
Americms under his wing than I Nor(. .. Leaf4IIC wars says he ha, even with their talent, theft 1se
something snapped in the exact chafe- ineet and sellinv
Its MIKE MURPHY
my leg rn-carol at ( I1" ril
: y Thornton of Foothill. the Owl his greatest team ever this year overestimated our team," cornNo one is happier than Dick spot where the guy sat
CnInc,,
0
tr.%
poI,, t’. arch would like I, and that they are hungry for a win merited Lee Walton.
I ttpeedit it wax a ;hin
Fernandez that he made the \ ai !
the Spartans.
In the Jill
If
F1.1111111114.1 returned to the disknow who it is
oily cinsFecountry squad.
San .11044. Will counter Footwith ini.n,
Foothill
ha%
been
turned
llll i l ig nars the neyt fall
The wiry junior from El Cam ill" tan.,
so
.,iin
end a full-tean:
hill’. fantastic %peed %t it h a eonpast April, he
,
ask as in their past Me meetings
trolled pattern ottensce: a switch hlunior College will he fifth man at It ( amino, %%here he until:0041
a inning the lit a ilit feren1
5N ilk the locals, spanning 1111.
tor the Spartans Saturday at the no fantastic year l
thS. a l,se sfat,. so ;,,,.
from last
year’s go-go system.
pa -it t1%./ years.
-;
19er Invitational in Long lic,tvh.
I,Ay night
.7!,
Elf h at Volilbm
’Our defense is a little
The Spartans hae other ideas
I ;tin so glad that I could inal:e
twio-bili al the Spartan
about the outcome of the game and V" fool too much," said as...ist. this team," he said with it la
--Alit
-But,
coact-1.11m
Ia
coaching
staff
The
Closest to Campus ...
r/i.
the
RIX Ttif’( iN11’. IN FOR ...
T(()
that SJS can pin it I
One of the main reasons 111 i
Foothill Chief
so happy, is that he had to over25 for 1.9; and up
SAN JOSE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
come major obstacles
!no
broken legs and a selge of
nueleredsto even run this all.
I .,,ii I lai.iriLa t

on

Herb’s Chevron

Personal Christmas Cards
Cards for all the family
arid special occasions

PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
34 Laarti,

292-3565

f.

Intramural
Grid Games
Start Soon
Intramural

ft.ot hail league or’ on gels under way Morlay after.
no in :.v1:.en the Inclepersdents trample onto the grass at the Tenth and
rmnrrnrrrremlinmverrentrnmomme Alma Street athletic field for their
MEN
U rst taste of competitkm.
Jc.:e
Fraternity teams make their ni’;P’aram..-i i’uesday alter.
noon, with six eontests scheduled
A total of 41 teams signed up
for intramural fifitball with 314
!games slated each week. All football contests begin at 3:45 in the
afterravai.
Fraternities will play on Tuesday, and Thursdays with six ’:IMPS
each day. The Independenthake 10 games on :Monday’II t
W,d r.,;( lays and three gain
and Thiirsdas
int ra ----- ral 11ireetor IYan I arid is still looking for referees.
There are
openings left for
iii 01114. interested in officiating
football.
officials are paid *3
a game.
NA I I
Tennis sign ups conclude tomorrow afternoon with intramural
plus beginning later next week A
...lieduie of matches will be posted
TRADITIONAL
in the gym along with the upIVY’S
coming ciadests.
Volleyball entries will be taken
The Ivy slack traditonatly
up Oct. 4. It hasn’t been deterlean and tapered to the
mined when or where the volleyball play will be held
narrow cuff Pleatless, tr it
l’ilruh is hopeful that the
belt loops, burnished
games will be held in the filq%
Ivy tones In a rode range
girls’ recreat’ al Kyrn, if it is
completed in time. If the tom
of wash and wear cottons.
Is finished, the volleyball games
Sizes 79 to 38
may be lilt. .d at night instead
of diming the day.
Schrxhile, of all activities will
be posted in the men’s gymnasium
Anyone interested in intranuirais
can find out till information at
the gym.

ci 11/anxburfrE
I:

bCj

.,-

JACK LIKINS
frosh captain
rather
play
TI

he

agyressi,.,

than

....spit
a.

oil
and
today

itol

,
I.
Witil141
ith the
,
threefact that Proi
year veteran sp.x.dster, returned
to the squad this weck ii Or irs’
deciding to sit out thc
Sagues will be IT’aft%
duty in about a week.

The team will he without the
services of prep All-American
raeg Buckingham, wN, stii,
pended from the squad tor a ol,eck
tor breaking training rules.
liut, with captain Jack Elkins
.pearheadirig the scoring attack
the frosh :111. 1:115,111..1 IO win.

I
I.

11’1 t Cardwar
ItOWIE
I .1.1T,11/1hilit by a head in ti’
at the inangiiral meet
liousie race course in 1911

STA:17C.
SHOW

KSJO

FM
92.3 meg.
4._4

FUN
FROLIC

STUDENT DISCOUNT
28 1100

180 So. Market

.VVIWO.I./..WrI.WIWIWI’Vr","WI.VioC’,’

ss,ss,
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USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN TOWN
Get yours now at

Bovizotine,

fs,

"Right on Campus"
,,,
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FRESH AND PURE ...
We give Our inventory regular, meticulous inspections as your assurance that our
medications and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect and potent. Too
you can be sure that we give exactly what is specified . . . no substitutions. Our
pharmacists? Courteous, prompt and anxious to be of service. Depend on them.

111)(lerne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500

FOLK TUNES
YOUR FAVORITE
10 P.M. to 2 A.M.
WW11.4111-1aa......1.....1.41241.0.4111.111LLt.-

Bring this ad ...
GOOD FOR 10.

NIGHTLY

afi?

.1010.,...

Lubrications

The Foothill .1%’ game will taSpartan
..re fest i
111.
il
freshmen, t% ho aren’t functioning
%t
:11.
as a team If flii I’
ViliWhilig staff nould

15.14WKilikV.WAVAAVA-klakklagT.lak-iiklakkAN

OPEN MONDAYS AND THURSL’AYS IlL 9 P.M.

Dick’s cross-country c a r el. I
-.tarted when he was a senii,r ;it
Mira Costa High in Manhattan
lieach in 1960. fie asked San Jose
harrier coach Dean Miller, who
.sits then tutoring the "beach (.0
!earn, if he could come out lei
the team.
’I tried to discxsurage him liy
amdlin, it off,’ Miller said "I
1’Id him that a senior just didn’t
have a chance to make the team.
inainly because we hail se -vein men
Iiaek
Chal111,10rIS 111,
’’a ’’Is year."
I if
fv.rsisted and :slow: .,isi
in. letting him work with the re.,ii:
Alter two weeks of trMnin" Ili, I.:
.imazed his corieh and ever!,,,,I.
dse by finishing fifth, beatiir.its
iif the regulars in the annual WaternicHn Itun.
In a month, he wa the squad’s
No. 2 runner behind to-:
ate
Mimi.% \luridly.
Then, earn,. the first
While ball ling tor* the le
town the final 300 yaols
CIF championship meet. he
his right
"Someone sat on my leg
I wits laying down on n,
but fire the race," he said, L :
ci..lri t really bother me.
as I hit Ira. final tut I, %

Expert repair on all imported cars
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors
Transmission overhaul

.T7VirtliffltrantirlinnfigirrlitriTrirtiltrirlarrtrA

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

50 -Yard Ran e

Kicker Tatley Doesn’t Have A Handicap; Just Ask Him
"Nobody du.cr u.1 I couldn’t
Ile started playing had call ih
make it in spoil
Thanks to the seventh grade. It wasn’t unplenty of encouragement, I’ve til his senior year in high school
come a long way."
after trips to many foot speA sophomore majoring ill real cialists that Rich came up with
estate, Rich wasn’t alwas just a suitable kicking shoe. Ile still
a kicking specialist. II.’ plaved uses that shoe.
them all his life.
Born with only the thunib and three years at guard in ii I g Ii
In lets sop!
year of high
set I. At Fullerton Junior Colschool, Talley booted a 16 -yard
little linger on both hands and lege, he
was
starling middle
a footless right leg, the San ’haw guard MI defense, in addition to field goal. However, he kicked
oolv three lei a prep. "We were
State football specialist has nev- converting 2$ of 21 l’AT at:assays going for the six points,"
because
defeat,
known
tempts.
er reallv
Tatley saki.
Tatley has also done well in
he won’t believe In It.
Rich spent one semester at
other
sports.
Ile
lettered
all
Tatley, a squat 211 -pounder,
four years of wrestling at Nor- Fuller-I on, where he had
does the kicking for Bob Tit walk (Calif.) High. A heavy- "measly" Vt. and 31 -yard field
’hens l’s Spartan.s. lie is good
weight, Talley went as far as goals. He transferred to San
enough to have probably one of
the CIF semi-finals, which in- Jose State last spring and immethe longest field goal ranges in
cludes athletes fiom 5($) schools. diately demonstrated that he
collegiate football.
Rich has played basketball and could give the Spartans three
Rich would be the last to adpoints from 50 yards away.
personal
hana
has
he
that
softball
in church leagues and
mit
this
born
you’re
"When
Taney didn’t get an opportundicap.
after one year of bowling, he has
ity to put one over aaginst Stan%say, how can it be a handicap? a 147 average. Talley
also gets
ford, although be was on target
11 it had happened while I was
sowing up, then it might be a In a game of pool whenever he with his one conversion kick.
can.
declared.
Tatley
different story,"
Titchenal has made it known
By HAVE NEWHOUSE
Rich Talley Ls the type of fellow who would always seem happiest Isiting against the odds.
Why not? He’s been beating

Davis

es
3

hi%

What appears to be a shiny
steel -piece 0111 the front of the
shoe is really a tough strip of
leather pailltell
’rliere Is
steel dm thd shoe, all right -011
the 11.1110111 holding the leather
front in plaice.
Rich practices at least one
hour a day. Ile does a lot of running before ht kicks, and has
recently taken up resistive! exercise 10 til I ongthen his kicking.
While at Norwalk, Talley was
reeommended to ace pro specialist lien Agajanian, who kicked

for Green flay last year at th,
age of 42, and who, rieeording
Tatley, might yet return to this Packers this season.
Agajanikin worked with TalleS:
for In straight weeektuk, and
has since spent a little lune each
summer checking up OH
"Ben helped me a lot with my
form," Talky said.
Rich also does the kicking off
for the Spartans. Needing about
a six-yard rim. he Call 110111 the.
ball for long distances.
In the Stanford season opener,
he averaged 56.7 yards on
kicks.
Rich only granted an interview under one condition. "Do
what you want, but don’t make
this a sob story."
A positive word for others
with handicaps? "Nobody rail
fail in his own way, if he just
won’t get down on himself."

RICH TATLEY
.
. bcIs against the odds

.:(aAliffergAffrattellirl..."

Spartan Soccer Team
Edges Teutonia, 2-1
GIRLS
Keep in Shape
at the
San Jose Health Club
personal attention

CE

that
I,
lisP No. 76, ’ratley’s
game otutieral, whenever the situation arises. Kansas State may
get a look at Rich, when the
Spartans take on the Wildcats
at Spartan Stadium. (See game
story below t.
Rich’s right shoe is lined with
plastic, what’ grips his kg
lit ly.

and
RESULTS
slenderizing
Or

gaining

":it’,,

413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

By TOM O’NEIL
San Jose edged San
Teutonia Athletic Club 2-1
exhibition soccer contest at Spat -tan Stadium this Week in preparation for Saturday’s match
against Menlo College.
Dave Kingsley and Lou Fraw:
scored the two goals for the Spat tans to defeat the San
city champiirns. Jim Lynch 1....o..1
the only goal for the Telit.rilia
club.
Coach Julie Menendez has
guided the San Jose team to a
2-0 record thus far; with the
Spartans schishiled Itc clash In
an away nutlet’ with Menlo Saturday morning at 10:30.
Co-captains Al liorbt iS and
Kingsley have shovvn some of last
k.,ar’s
form in San Jose’s early
matches and could power the
.spartans to fl winning season.
San Jose area residents will get
their first home !dock at the Spartan soccer team when the Air
Firree Academy invades Spartan
Stadium a week from tomorrow.
The Falcons travel throughout the country battling top
soccer competition. Last Near
the cadets lost onlv
three
matches.
1111111111 LlhlllF

Ihister

JUA ELLIN

It
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

rs’t

1 nu are cordial/ -s Int ited fo I tat oar
Bridal Hata Atr v and sae oar 22 iccic pat.
I’m, icc 1,11’4am:fur, featuring *
/Me
Lhina * 1.hr,tal "Infan are I"’
leohneviord * 84 front
TERMS GLADLY

fs
Ytoti r lhisier
IT
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 79/ 0970

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Pfhine I /9 10’.1

KSU’s Bigger and Better

sports
Thursday, Sept

11.06:;

sr ART N

11.1’’7

The Inside Pitch

Kansas State had lost IS,
straight games helots. winning
Sat tIrday’s season oprmer from
I :righam Young 24-7. Such a
-treak should never happen ;wain
lat KSU, reports Paid IsWeese,
school athletic piddled y director.
"We’re seeing ....
In
recrniting at Kansas State,"
said DeWeese, In his 10th vear
at KSI:. "There is lllll ri re eroding out of the state now,
than at any time in the set l’s
history."
DeWeese speaks the tisith
Twenty-four of this year’s arsi y
team comes from "foreign" part -

Winning Year Coming Up
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Sports Editor
Happiness is anything but se 2-8-1 fOOt
i SeaS141. Huh Titchena
sincerely believes this. year’s Spartan bunch is much better than the
1962 grouping may their record rest in peace and he’s right.
Going for Titch this year, which he couldn’t have had last year.
is one full season of rebuilding. SJS was 6-4 in 1961, but lost Chon
Gallegos, Mack Burton, Oscar Donahue, Jim Cadile, John Sutro and
Leon Donohue to the pro ranks.
Whenever you wave goodbye to so stalwart a group. you’re bound
BOB TITCHENAL
tee have a season of jitters: unless of course you’re Oklahoma, Missis. .. in seventh year
sippi Or Georgia Tech, who never seem to lose from one season to
’Currently
on
the fro,11 team are
he next.
Unfortunately for Titchenal, you or me, San Jose State doesn’t nine imports Isom Texas.
Nine of the players on the III
rebuild as fast as these sehools, even though it plays those who do.
At any rate, here we are two years later, and from all indica- IWO tants are SOphOMOreS Tho,.
including the Stanford game things look good for a winning fore. eit her the new talent
year.tiiins
strong or the veterans are we’d.
What "Titch" didn’t have last year was depth, experience, block- 5.15 (’Icacti Titchenal and
ing, running strength and an easy schedule. What he did have was Jones, who scouted the
a good quarterback, light running backs, a few good linemen and would rather lean on the io,
assumpt ion.
plenty of injuries.
Asked the reason for t he ob.
NEGATIVES HURT
Anyway you look at it, the negatives largely outweighed the posi- vious squad impo it. einem ,
Weese cited two things: bettei
tives.
How about, this year? There are returning linemen with another organization and a heinier backyear of hard knocks from which to improve. Junior college transfers field.
"This year we’re about 1011
have also helped oi it. up front.
Johnny Johnson, Walt Roberts and Jerry Colletto were 011r 111,1 pounds per man In the backfield.
I import ant,
inning kicks; none of whom were heavy enough to make holes licit, what’s
there Is lllll re talent, esp,cially
%% here our lino was supposed to be necking holes hut wa,n’t
220- I when it eeltle to running "
Roberts and Ceilletto are back. bid ASO 011 t he sceneplum] sophomore "building- namisf Charley Ilarraway. Ilere’s a "The second line 11,c.d....to di.,
tic’
niovement than
gity Titchenal can figure i ipdcte to crack open a few holes that aren’t
DeWeese said liN’t
there.
on the.
only 57
Herb Engel (193) and Jerry Bonetto (195) are right behind
Harraway. Both like the hunt going. Harraway can also block
something Johnson had trouble doing at 172 pounds.
Rand Carter kalks improved over last year, where he was on
target with his passes .594 of the time (90-168i. lie is an adept
short pa.sser.
BETTER LINE
The line Ls murk stronger which makes 5.15 a "long" threat.
Clear out a hole in the line, letting Roberts Or Collette) louse in the
defensive backfield and you can write off six points for San .lose.
Walt and Jerry ean also be rated as dangerous on punt and
kickoff ret urns.
Walt First brook, Bill Holland and Larry Hansen were first
Jring in 1962. Firstbrook is espemally V;1111;11110 heelelSe he knows
iStanidod garnet.
how to block out an ocea,acwil
IC teansler MA) Is:roll and Harry Kellogg have taken OVer let
nter and end respeetively. Kellogg and flanker back Dave Johnson
re both fine pass receivers.
The schedule is the same Sc’. 1, I -s-s-iin lough hot. the injury
list is low so far. So, mayi.., we’ll be in better shape lc h cli IS what
it must he when we meet the likes of Utah State ri,St week),
( argon and Washington State.
Out of this If.torlil Ettad
at Dawn III Earth Price-re
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN RESTAURANT
iii A Said., Clue c S.Irl
an MUn.
10 10 !cd.

against the ’.1
IsWeese
1irry Corrigan. "That
cocky Irishman, a good 1.
leader."
san Jose ’tale’s
rd.
port.s1 that ( orrigati
Ithmv..is
l’iirlsAffirptiv will be at -.1.
tan Stadium lor a peei.ii is,,
nuts’, progi.diii prior to
urdlay night’s sts-hansas
gatne. MU rph
into action at 6:30 p.m.;
second
appearance in 3 %..ar’ time at
the stadium.

1963:

YEAR OF THE
COLLEGE
QUARTERBACK!

iltiseicliiirv. a onserb di td d
back, are
IMMO, Ioe I I.. le
, II..’ %%
-1.1.
butter" plav.
"t’dirrigan is just as el lief
going straight back to
,
warns IsWeese. 1:ither
bury or Corrigan can be
Leading
wars will be
CeellShalV
are our aII-.-

1

in the 1
(*MTh:a,

.

November

Crenshaw. 210 -pound f,ill!
combines with se itch Ron
’2201 to give the Wildc
hulk in their running gains

SPORT

else red

DeV.

of the

SPO
Spo,fs el,nder

NOW ON SALE!

WHY WAIT??
ALL SALES ARE
GUARANTEED
Until October 4th
at

BOCA-0102e,
Right on Campus

STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE
171 N acanci4.. for NN ouieii
87 aranci4., for 114.11

Housing
ApproNed
VITS PER SEMESTER
noon’ (11)1N

S135 - S200

Room Ititli K 11111111 PriN

S1611 - s175

Room and Board s:170 -S125

CONVENIENT IA 0: kTIOINS

CIA. 297-0484

"wen

144---tsPaRTi%

0111V

l’eurriety

Som. 26, 1983

FIDDLESTICKS

Fight Over Prof
Friday Flicks Who Wins? Aids

Most San Jose State students do
rnit realize it, but the college was
nearly without Friday Flicks this
year.
Until the Flying 20 aviation club
took up where the disassembled
senior class which formerly handled the movies left off, the perennial Friday favorite’s fate was
hanging in the balance.
Now the flying club will continue to operate the Flicks but
only on a temporary basis.
This
temporary arrangement,
Set up by Student Council in
’Wednesday’s special meeting, has
’ not made Flying 20 representatives
very happy.
It seems that the club feels it
has saved the flicks from a terrible ending and should be allowed to make money on the film.
And the Flicks’ end would have
been paradoxical since the Friday
Flicks is an extremely pecuniary making deal.
eriP
For thls very reason, last spring
the council decided to keep it in
the hands of the Associated Stutao ,retruments will proONE FIDDLE-ONE G,i,17
dent Body, or close to it.
vide the music when Page ,r,d Chvre Brownton (pictured above) I Meanwhile. the Student Activising folk songs at Cafe Capers today from 2:30 to 3:30 in the
ties Board authorized the Fl 3 int;
20 to operate the shows for the
cafeteria. Page and Ci,er:e, two SJS senor Enorth majors, have
performed a11 over the BO, A,ea at coffee houses, hootenannies
first two-week period of this seand concerts.
. mester.
However, eommunication between the aviation club and the
SAB was misunderstood, and the
Fly’ng 20 thought it would hP.ve
Physica. Eihicat sm
the Friday Flicks operation lor
.:,lit
-le
ing in extra -mural
this entire school year.
c Jinto..1 it ions are slat -1
sign-up before Nlotiday
i
If you think this has been milState. San Fran ’t%’ H’.,
asking for Miss
fusing so far, wait until you read
...orsity of Califorsistant professor of ’a cocci s I I...
this: Now another campus club- ind Stanford
at the equipment nasal.
Alpha Phi Ome.po has expressed
These expel:a:nos’ 114,/.s.
desire to rperate the Flicks, and
ers will meet M,,,
the Social Affairs Committee is
the field betweer,
also being considered.
music building,
,
At long last, ASB President
Equirm0nt s’/ill
tumid
11,0sl
Steve Larson commented, "We
’t $ i .
., pm.
have no choice but to leave it with
1atiinastis V Engi- FINing 20 until
the Student Coonerotweit les BLUM- eil eomes up with a decision, which
enue at Mimic- will be in a week."
Still, the Flying 20 representa.1.;.:
FOLK MUSIC THEA7riR
14411.-. tumor Society, tive, Jerry Fairbairn, explained, it
takes at least two weeks’ notice
970 So. First St.
.116; i44-imIrlleans, RI p.m.. CFI- to cancel films already ordered.
Regardless of which organization
-I’ t’u SI’-tt’iin.tiugte’al ’Steele - ends up sponsoring the Flicks, the
,
Friday night entertainment will
I ’I
rit
, ( ’iollegt. continue.

Field Harl’ev E.)--

Up on Monday

Spartagwde

1

the efistaf.;:e

GOODWILL
SINGERS

III it it.

RAND & PAUL

1

Thursday

9 &

1,

10:30 P t,

HAVE SPACE
J
ROARING 20’s
m r,
iiorme 379

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

60 FORD. E. , ,- - -3. Payments $43:
Apt. 5.
.
_
_
57 MGA. Racsic, hearer. $795. 4C2
1.2 9399 rIssf.r. ard weekends

.50

.75

1.00
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He’s:. Wanted 141

Personals 171

Automotive 121
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Services tOl
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FAIRLANE 500.
’

61 VESPA.
.

Excellent cond
7-4321, after 6
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Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Check No.
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Address
Phone

Apt

HELP WANTED

Allen Ilicherdson, Lockheed colrelations administrator, :still
k on "Any and All Dpiatrtunllies Available at Lockheed and
Other Related Indasiries."
The program is sponsored by the
Office and
I
initorial Council. assisted la) Rollert Baron, housing coordinator.
spea14

for 3 g,ls or boys. 4 2 r;

3 Marirrur Hall Contr.

-’

.,

,

.

10th St., Second FURN. ROOMS 4 ,
;
.
F,,v,
t
a,
29; j’’
FALL SPECIAL - Replace your summer
r,
=1C. Parr Ave., 7:30 p
ROOMMATE WANTED: 2
r.
2’0
2 Girls on, 21:
HOUSING

WOMEN S

FOR

SALE:

APPROVED

To

female

1211 to share mod. apt
;718_or 269 1186, axes

WANTED: ",
mech. god. $895
59 Volk. Sedn,
2 1916 of,er 5:30.

58 TR3, New Paint trans. tires. Very
2y42927. Barry Rilliet,
ic
1 J.
(
’60 SPRITE,f_7E708c1e.

ROOM: 4

Hoots on Tuesday
9-12 p.m.
460 E. Williams

Tween

10th

&

I it h

V.M117614Yirettrtrirrf.n

PERSONALS

Widest Selection

LOST

SUPERFLUOUS
’
294 44’sX

HAIR
, 6

REMOVED.
21r.)

C,

SERVICES

LIKE TO WATER SKI?
..
Saturday, Sends,
wet suit all eq,
55
VILLAGE APT. CONTRACT: For sale. P.’"eti" ""!
TV RENTALS
576 S. 5th, _Apt. 5.
stare quret apart
295-6522,

Fri. & Sat. Nites
9-12 p.m.

! Saturday!

22.761 ,2 3. 9t6,..76, 5h ,shrsa,re$35unmepo-- AcU6,T.01,NS..U/

o

at

LOST AND FOUND

I.

ROOMMATE WANTED

wo g;r1s. with kitchen priv.
264 Curtis Ave
J

WANTED: , ie54:

.

HOUSING

CHEVY.
5.

FOLK MUSIC

,Dia-k;Ak
Presents

COEDS WANTED
Man’s Appr. Ho.ono
. - our offices.

Puns good. $60 of best
164. 298-1877,
MEN STUDENTS
194$ PONTIAC - $50
Phone 377-4665
ROOMMATE WANTED: Srurr 2 Li
- r 3 men. $3250. 5E8
-,
on Street ’tint ’
61 BSA ROCKET. ’
46

57 FORD. 2 -Dr. ign. V 8, st,c1r. Clear
5VA 264 2698.

_
(Count 33 Letters ond Spaces for Each Lin.)

j
The first in a series of visoilit
vi II bei4111
I tional
ti i1411, at 8 in Alit-it I bill,

FOR RENT,

One bed with trundle

Pnal clean. 2.d,. CONTRACT
. $650. 295.2742

Transportation 191

Print your ad here:

Clty

57

55 Dodge Royal Lancer. P. Stra, P. 131,.
.,es EL C4...nd. 378-3755.

151

Job Opportunities
Is Speech Topic

Elderly gentleman

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

:roil rain more honey for future

-52,atiftwimartaikkAll.,.p,::

ROOM AND BOARD.

Five times
20e a line

Tle

local YRs, has been chosen camp.,
director and, according to
BEEHIVES-Pictured above is one of the semi -permanent obcek, within two months
is.
servational beehives built and designed by Dr. Frank Gale, propact to have 5,000 suppa terfessor of biology and science education, and used for classroom
Although they have not yet re- the state and 200 at Si
ceived the !us-ahead from the Stu- State."
demonstrations. Pointing to a cluster of bees is Susie Aldrich,
’We are combining effort,. aI:11
dent Activities Office, the group is
Dr. Gale’s secretary.
their support’ the national Draft Goldssate.
prepared to in
joe Sen. parry 14.4,1uater
the mittee, whieh is workitc
ins semi -permanent
observa lvii
These latehives are useil by Dr.
the Republican party to
presidential
campaign.
i196-1
beehives for the last eight years. ’Iale in classroom and laboratory
:Ind elect delegates to
for
was
forStudents
Gadwater
lie has built six "brute" or large demonstral ions, as his student,.
.
Goldwater for President
memtire:anted Siin.lav
frames, and two "super" or small will undoubtedly verify.
mvention" Inorninatim.,
’ liers of the Young Republican Col- . (41
frames which are designed spe’
Up on the roof of the Scienc, .
.
.
1 Pol lacek.
ego Federatain at the State YR
cifically for classroom demonstraI Building are six more of Dr.
l’’’111" -"k stated ti;t II:" et’"n
I meeting in San Mal no. The new
t ions,
.
Gales glass case beehives, but
.
..
,..
eflort ol the Studetils tor Gel,has
group is headed oy Terry Loxyn
Meanwhile, just outside the Sci- ,.if a slightly different type. Those ,
1 ter group is to organize
!of Santa (71ara University.
ence Building, a natural beehive cases are portable "suitcase" ohstudent:4 behind Goldaate, ,
1
Cooldinithir for the Northetm
,
lib:ramie
has been devised by a SW Linn of servation beehives. which are sent
!sassing
out
,, .
.
.
.
ist,re
auutica
n’c,’fih
kaB
Bill
industrious bees in a large hush out to elementary and high schools
booths on campus and ,,,1.;
former SJS student.
just below the trees. Unassisted in the San Jose tirea for class..ft is.. said the local 0,, am
Bill Pollaeek, an active member
and unmolested by man, these room displays and demonstrations.1
,it...’anza.
bees have, since their arrival late These cases have been used for 1of the SiS YR club, has been eh:Orman, "a volunteer.
last spring, built an imposing- eight years anti are thoroughly Iselecteni as campaign director for lion’
(S.,a)unntiaelsa.leo, Santa Clara, Santa
looking hive.
tested.
Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
Dr. Gale has submitted the blueThe bees living in Dr. Gale’s
sanctuary receive their nourish - print of his observati on beehr.,
Al Mason, vice president ot the
mint through a strainer at one to Turtox. a biological supply ei re

DELTA GAMMA

Three times
25e a line

vorir 1.t

A new student group, Students’
for Goldwater, is attempting to
join the ranks of SJS’ list of pa. 1
lit Pal organizations.

.2

One time
50e a line

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:

Enclosed $

L.

The other problem
overly curious have .,
to be careless and 111
quick end to the
who run across the beell
requested to obserke
rad too closely. And
touch

Goldwater Supporters Seek
Formal Campus Recognition

AUTOMOTIVE

For display advertising rotes, call CV 4-6414. Ext. 2081,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

Starting Date

-

48 PACKARD HEARSE. R.. H., -0 ’.
.-.
perfect cn,rid
S:150, FR 8-1162

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

I

.

RIDE/RIDERS.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
lines
lines
lines
lines

Mon
J-2675. $6.00/.4

the natural
busy as . . .

that comes with winter ,
sibly wipe out the (’tilt ill
1
has suggested that
!
nered and three-sided pH
lie placed around the he.,
preventing the elementing their toll.

sopported by a large
The hi,4e.
branch in a bush next to the Science Building, where it seems to
If all goes well for the
be safe and free from danger. If throughout this cumin the colony survives the winter of plastic
rnani:i.cnot7mr
(I; di in.
(Iale predicts that
IIK43-64,
an, the
it will survive indefinitely.
crease its size by one-third in the
There are two major problems
spring. This will give th e 1
beeconfronting the piosperous
more time to build and st
hive. law,,
,
14. course, their home, as well a
The mo-, dr, vac-

HILLSIDE LOS GATOS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

bilek

Mell
heehis e, the
Wen, bees.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

!",1‘.1:
c, rlilt, 7 p in., Cafeteria
.1 P.
r’ it, Alto Com’: Idafield Road

BUY DAlLY CLASSIFIEDS!

2
3
4
5

peeializes in teachof the openings on the side of the !puny.
ease. Here, honey drips through ers’ stipplk,
in order for the bees to feed
The Tuxtox company puts out a
themselves.
newspaper called Turtox News,
These observation beehives, lo- which publishes the latest designs
cated in 5222 and S228, have their in biological equipment. It is in
Dr. Frank
Gale, professor of own heating system a thermostat this publication that Prof. Gale
Biology and Science Education, to keep a eunstant temperature expects an all
WI ilk beelliVeS
has been designing and construct - all the year ’round.
SC1011.
11 lie PLI1/1

Hy RICHAIKI3 RPEB
The bee imspulation of San Jose
State has increased rather sharply
over the past few years, partly
with the assistance of man arid
partly without It.

7 "A) p.m.,

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

Minimum
Two lines
One time

Designs New Beehives;
in Bee Population Growth

Ph. 248 241
raeie, t "if

,’,- roommate to share
49 Chrysler 4 Dr. Rghlender New see’ ’WANTED:
1,,,e’ 2 bedrooms.
"vi 258 6059
IRONING I .
MOTOR -SCOOTER SALE
si ore with 2 others
GIRL NEEDED
RELIABLE TYPING. r
r.r 2 male stud’s,. K
Euro. Room,
.s our laundry done. 10’1 /04 ./ Responsible rnbther
,
/ ,
/4
I)
1,1s,
r
FOR SALE
3 rm, apt. unit. r
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
MUST SELL!’ B., -- ,,,
apt. 42
.
NEED
’if./
i.
,
TRANSPORTATION
., 6 Tr, r.
1A 1 ,4 i47,!
,..hr
roor,
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
nr-1
HELP! Pose wsrowi da.11.
,/,rn Stevens Creek Rd. and W
n
STEREO. M
7 30-3:30. Pay gas or r.s,
’.,"’i488.
GORDON HALL ANNEX
ir " .1 "
WAt4
F D. RA to and frp,
Foio.
M.
Doeb1.10% DISCOUNT f
riward. Carolyn. JE (1,
ui
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Each display
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( Jut, th,, discrimirsating)
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